Mathematical models are invaluable tools for quantifying potential epidemics and devising optimal control strategies in case of an outbreak. State-of-the-art models increasingly require detailed individual farm-based and sensitive data, which may not be available due to either lack of capacity for data collection or privacy concerns. However, in many situations, aggregated data are available for use. In this study, we systematically investigate the accuracy of predictions made by mathematical models initialised with varying data aggregations, using the UK 2001 Foot-and-Mouth Disease Epidemic as a case study. We consider the scenario when the only data available are aggregated into spatial grid cells, and develop a metapopulation model where individual farms in a single subpopulation are assumed to behave uniformly and transmit randomly. We also adapt this standard metapopulation model to capture heterogeneity in farm size and composition, using farm census data. Our results show that homogeneous models based on aggregated data overestimate final epidemic size but can perform well for predicting spatial spread. Recognising heterogeneity in farm sizes improves predictions of the final epidemic size, identifying risk areas, determining the likelihood of epidemic take-off and identifying the optimal control strategy. In conclusion, in cases where individual farm-based data are not available, models can still generate meaningful predictions, although care must be taken in their interpretation and use.
Introduction
Mathematical models form an integral part of epidemic preparedness planning and real-time forecasting (Keeling et al., 2001; Ferguson et al., 2001 Ferguson et al., , 2006 Germann et al., 2006; Brooks-Pollock et al., 2014) . State-of-the-art individual farm-based models involve detailed data: these data are often not available or, if available, are often not in the public domain owing to privacy concerns. However, sharing data will hugely benefit developing, optimising and training disease simulation models (Webb et al., 2016) . In some countries, only spatially aggregated data are available. However, the full heterogeneity of individual farms may not be captured with these data , and in cases where limited data are available, simpler models may be a necessity (Buhnerkempe et al., 2014) . Striking the optimal balance between detail and utility is an open and problem specific question.
Individual farm-based models have been utilised in the past to aid in the understanding of epidemiological processes of Foot-andMouth Disease (FMD) and testing potential control strategies such as (ring) vaccination, culling of livestock and quarantine of infected premises, most notably during and in the aftermath of the UK 2001 epidemic (Tildesley et al., 2009 (Tildesley et al., , 2006 . These models typically rely on the availability of detailed spatial information regarding the size and location of all livestock farms (Keeling et al., 2001) . Whilst these data are available for the UK, this is not the case for many countries around the world. For example in the USA, farm location data are aggregated at the county level to prevent privacy difficulties (Buhnerkempe et al., 2013) and in Australia precise farm locations are not known for all states (Garner and Beckett, 2005) . In many other countries around the world precise farm locations are not known at all.
In situations where detailed demographic data are not available but aggregated data are available, it may be possible to adopt a metapopulation approach when developing a mathematical model. Metapopulation models are often used in ecology, theoretical biol- ogy and epidemiology (Levin et al., 1997; Hanski, 1999 Hanski, , 1994 Bolker and Grenfell, 1995; Keeling and Gilligan, 2000; Gaff and Gross, 2007) . In metapopulation models, epidemiological units, such as farms, are spatially aggregated into patches or subpopulations. Within a patch, farms are assumed to be well mixed (in the sense that transmission occurs randomly between all pairs of farms, in a density-dependent manner) and behave uniformly. Transmission within and between patches must capture the physical processes and can occur via different routes and over different spatial scales, such as local processes (i.e. aerosol spread, direct contact of animals, contaminated vehicles or farm equipment) or by long distance contact such as live animal movements (Keeling et al., 2001; Ferguson et al., 2001; Green et al., 2006; Gibbens et al., 2001) .
Given that within a patch, farms are assumed to be well mixed and behave uniformly, a metapopulation model will not capture the impact of local spatial clustering of farms, heterogeneity of farm size nor species composition. Previous studies have shown that these characteristics may often play an important role in epidemic dynamics (Keeling et al., 2001; Tildesley et al., 2010; Rock et al., 2014) . In this study, we therefore investigate whether, and under what circumstances, a metapopulation model is a good alternative to an individual farm-based (IFB) simulation model. Our goal is to determine whether a novel metapopulation model gives comparable predictions to the IFB model when considering key epidemiological quantities such as spatial spread, epidemic size and distribution of epidemic size. The results presented here will ultimately have implications for human and veterinary health settings where precise locations of farm are unknown.
Materials and methods

Data and model
Information on farm locations, sizes and species compositions was obtained from the 2010 agricultural census provided by the Department of Environment, Food and Rural Affairs. Early versions of the model used in this paper assumed one single set of parameters for the whole UK (Keeling et al., 2001 ). However, a more accurate fit to the 2001 UK outbreak can be achieved by fitting individual parameter sets to five distinct regions of the UK − Cumbria, Devon, the rest of England (excluding Cumbria and Devon), Scotland and Wales (Tildesley et al., 2008) (Table S1 ). This allows for the model to capture region-specific farming practices and control implementation. In particular, lower transmissibility values are found in Wales (Tildesley et al., 2008) , possibly owing to the increase in road distances between farms (particularly in the hilly sheep farming regions). Previous work indicates that this regionalised model provides a more accurate fit to the 2001 outbreak than a model with a single set of parameters for the entire country (Tildesley et al., 2008) . In this paper, we consider outbreaks in Cumbria, Devon and Aberdeenshire and therefore utilise model parameters for these three counties (where Aberdeenshire parameters are fixed to those of Scotland).
Within farm dynamics
Farms are classified as susceptible, exposed, infectious, reported or culled (SEIRC). The latent period (time for an exposed farm to become infectious) is set to five days, consistent with estimates from 2001 (Keeling et al., 2001) . After this period, farms remain infectious for four days before being reported. There is then a twoday delay (during this period the farm remains infectious) from reporting to culling in line with previous work (Keeling et al., 2001; Tildesley et al., 2009 ). We adopt a Markovian approach for the transition between classes; these are modelled as a constant rate, leading to exponential distributed periods. In this paper, we assume that the virus spreads rapidly when introduced in a naïve farm, such that within-farm dynamics can be excluded from the model and all animals on a farm are assumed to belong to the same disease status (i.e. all animals on a farm are either susceptible or exposed etc.).
Between farm dynamics
2.3.1. Individual farm-based (IFB) model
In the 2001 IFB model, local spread, incorporating multiple routes of transmission (trucks, airborne transmission etc.) is modelled via the use of a distance dependent transmission kernel (Keeling et al., 2001; Buhnerkempe et al., 2014) . The local transmission kernel exhibits power-law like behaviour, such that farms (j) that are in the closest proximity of an infected farm i experience the largest risk of transmission:
Parameters , Â and define the shape and scale of the kernel. These parameters are estimated from the 2001 local transmission kernel (Keeling et al., 2001; Buhnerkempe et al., 2013; Rorres et al., 2010) and are set to 3, 1 and 0.12 respectively. The variable d ij defines the Euclidean distance between any two farms i and j. In this model, the risk of infection is determined by the number of cattle and sheep on infected and susceptible farms and the Euclidean distance between them. The susceptibility (˛) and infectivity ˇ are species-specific and scale non-linearly with farm size using parameters p and q. The stochastic rate of transmission from farm i to j is therefore given by:
whereNrepresents the number of animals on a farm for cattle (c) or sheep (s).
Only cattle and sheep farms are included in this study; other species such as pigs are susceptible as well, but did not appear to play an important role during the 2001 and 2007 FMD outbreaks (Gibbens et al., 2001; Ryan et al., 2008) .
Homegenous metapopulation model
For the metapopulation model, the UK is divided into grids (twodimensional squared cells) with an equal width and height. Farms are then allocated to the grid cells based on their Easting and Northing coordinates of the farmhouse taken from the cattle tracing system (Brooks-Pollock et al., 2014; Green et al., 2006) . To investigate the effect of the resolution of the grid cells on model outcomes, we vary the scale of the grid cells from 200 m (in order for most grid cells to contain only a single farm) to 10 km (with increments of 200 m up to 1 km and 1 km increments from 1 km to 10 km grid cell sizes). The upper limit was chosen as this fits with many spatial scales used in control such as surveillance zones. As with most metapopulation models, we assume that all farms within a grid cell are well mixed.
In order to estimate the mean transmission rate within and between any two grid cells, we calculate the distance between two randomly located farms in each grid cell by integrating over all possible locations of farms of the two grid cells k and l:
where A k is the area of grid cell k andA l is the area of grid cell l, and x and y refer to the point locations in grid cells l and k.
The susceptibility of grid cell l (Sus) and transmissibility of grid cell k (Tran) are species-specific and scale non-linearly with farm size using parameters p and q. The transmissibility and susceptibility of a grid cell is the mean susceptibility (Sus) and transmissibility (Tran) of all farms (F) in grid cell k and l:
The rate of transmission within grid cells and from grid cell k to grid cell l is therefore given by:
where S l represents the number of susceptible farms in grid cell l, I k and R k represent the number of infected and reported in grid cell k respectively.
Heterogenous metapopulation model
In order to investigate the transition between the homogeneous metapopulation model and the IFB model, we developed a metapopulation model with additional heterogeneous structure. Farm composition and size have been shown to play a major role in the course of an epidemic in other studies (Keeling et al., 2001; Green et al., 2006) . In order to investigate the effect of farm size and species composition upon epidemic spread, we adapt our homogenous metapopulation model described above to incorporate heterogeneity of farm size by aggregating the population within a grid cell into large and small farms. The threshold of small and large populations is chosen by calculating the median number of animals of each species on all sheep and cattle farms in the UK. Farms are therefore divided into four groups: (1) large cattle (>12.58 cows) and large sheep (>30 sheep) population, (2) large cattle population and small sheep population, (3) small cattle population and large sheep population and (4) small cattle and small sheep population. In this case we define the susceptibility and transmissibility of a grid cell as: m and n represent the four groups of farm types for the infected and susceptible grid cell respectively. The rate at which farms in grid cell l becomes infected by grid cell k in this model is defined as:
Effects of spatial clustering
Spatial clustering is known to have a substantial effect on disease dynamics. We therefore investigate whether metapopulation models are still capable of capturing epidemic dynamics for various degrees of clustering. We create a synthetic dataset including 2500 farms in a 50 by 50 km square; this results in a comparable farm density as in Devon. Farm size and composition are selected at random from the Devon farms and also the Devon parameters are used to determine the susceptibility and transmissibility. Two extremes are compared, one where the farms are located randomly in a 50 by 50 km grid cell and one clustered scenario.
To generate the clustered synthetic farm locations, we use the same method as described in (Tildesley et al., 2010) , whereby an algorithm was developed to create theoretical spatial distributions of farms. In (Tildesley et al., 2010) , the average number of farms in a circle radius r around any given farm is given by a sum of exponentials such that:
−B i r S 0 defines the average local density around a farm, the parameter S inf defines the long-distance asymptotic density, whilst i A i = 1 and the parameters B i describe the different length-scales of clustering that are observed. For the purposes of this analysis, we define the density distribution of farms in terms of a single exponential decay function such that:
In this case, the ratio S 0 /S inf is set to 10 to create a clustered scenario, whilst exponent Bdescribes the number of farms in a radius. When B = 0 farms are randomly distributed, as B increases the local density increases. To create the clustered farm demography, B is set to 0.5 and the equation above is used to determine the density of farms around each farm in the landscape at all distances r within the domain. Sensitivity to these assumptions is examined in detail in (Tildesley et al., 2010) .
Epidemiological behaviour
The main aim of this study is to investigate the feasibility of using a metapopulation model to predict epidemic dynamics in a highly heterogeneous landscape; we compare key epidemiological parameters (such as epidemic size and spatial spread) between the three different models. The IFB model and the metapopulation models are used to simulate outbreaks in Cumbria, Devon and Aberdeenshire. Cumbria and Devon played a significant role in the 2001 FMD epidemic whilst Aberdeenshire was chosen owing to the large number of farms and high farm density in Scotland.
Final epidemic size is one of the key epidemiological parameters. To test how well the metapopulation models perform in predicting the epidemic size compared with the IFB model, we initiate 10,000 epidemics in each of the three studied counties, with one random index case, and record the final epidemic size for each simulated epidemic.
To examine how well the metapopulation models perform compared with the IFB model in predicting spatial spread and initiate epidemics in a single farm in the North of Devon and North-East of Aberdeenshire. We record the average spatial extent in Devon and Aberdeenshire of all models. As we are most interested in the characteristics of large epidemics we select 200 large epidemics (>1000 infected farms for Devon; >500 infected farms for Aberdeenshire) for each model and grid cell size. This eliminates epidemics that die out owing to early stochastic extinction. The outbreaks in the metapopulation models are initiated with a single farm in the grid cell where the index case of the IFB is located and the prevalence on a within an individual grid cell is recorded and averaged over all runs. To compare the spatial extent between the IFB and metapopulation models, we aggregated the simulation outputs of the IFB according to the corresponding grid cell in the metapopu- Fig. 1 shows the distribution of final epidemic sizes for Devon for the IFB model and the two metapopulation models. The IFB model predicts the smallest epidemics on average with the highest probability of early stochastic fade-out for all three models and all three counties studied. Outbreaks initiated in Devon (Figs. 1, S1 ) and Aberdeenshire (Figs. S1, S2) display strikingly different risks of stochastic extinction and outbreak sizes, compared to those of Cumbria (Figs. S1 and S3).
Results
Outbreak size
Both versions of the metapopulation model overestimate the probability of take-off and the epidemic size in each of the counties. However, the heterogeneous model, for grid cell sizes ≤5 km, correctly predicts that Cumbria has the greatest risk of epidemic take off, followed by Devon and then Aberdeenshire (Fig. S1 ). The homogeneous model only proves accurate in this regard for grid cell sizes ≤1 km. We also observe the smallest variation in epidemic sizes in Cumbria in the IFB model, with wider distributions found in the other two counties.
Spatial distribution
When seeding an epidemic in the north of Devon, the results for all three models indicate that the outbreak remains most concentrated in the northern area where the epidemic is seeded (Fig. 2) . The heterogeneous metapopulation model (Fig. 2E-G) outperforms the homogeneous version (Fig. 2B-D) in that it predicts similar spatial spread to the IFB (Fig. 2A) . However, the spatial spread predicted by both metapopulation models, and all tested grid cell resolutions, shows high agreement with the IFB for Devon, Aberdeenshire and Cumbria (Figs. 2 H 
-J, S4H-J and S5H-J).
Our results indicate that the accuracy of metapopulation models in terms of estimating mean grid cell prevalence is correlated to the number of farms per grid cell (Fig. S6) − the more farms in a grid cells the more likely that the mean prevalence will be overestimated. The homogeneous metapopulation model (4 km, Fig. S6A ) over predicts the prevalence by at least 10% compared with the IFB in 52% of the grid cells. When the heterogeneous model is used, only 28% of grid cells overestimate (>10%) the grid cell prevalence when compared with the IFB (4 km, Fig. S6B ). With the lowest grid cell solution tested (10 km), 43% (homogeneous, Fig. S6C ) and 30% (heterogeneous, Fig. S6D ) of the grid cells overestimate the mean grid cell prevalence.
Whilst the metapopulation models slightly over-predict the mean grid cell prevalence, they may still prove to be useful tools for policy makers, provided that the models do not underpredict the impact of spatial spread. There is an inherent risk associated with utilizing models that tend to underpredict epidemic extent − any recommended intervention strategy may be insufficient to control an outbreak, leading to an increased likelihood of a large scale epidemic occurring. Should a model over-predict the size of an outbreak, any intervention strategy may be too draconian and result in a slight increase in the overall number of farms affected, but such a control policy should eradicate the epidemic.
The risk of underprediction is more apparent for the simulations in Devon (Fig. 2) and Cumbria (Fig. S5) than Aberdeenshire (Fig.  S4) . In Devon and Cumbria, underprediction of the proportions of infected farms in a grid cells are more likely to occur in grid cells of 10 km (Fig. 2J ) − this is seen in both the homogeneous and the heterogeneous metapopulation model. In 11 (homogeneous) and 10 (heterogeneous) of the 87 grid cells of 10 km by 10 km, the grid cell prevalence is underestimated by at least 10%. Grid cells with a low number of farms but with a high variation in farm size and/or composition (and therefore a large variation in farm susceptibility within the grid cell) are most likely to underestimate the mean grid cell prevalence when compared with the IFB model. However, the metapopulation models with a grid cell size of 4 km perform substantially better. The prevalence per grid cell of a small proportion of individual grid cells (2% for the homogeneous model, 3% for the heterogeneous model) underestimates the overall grid cell prevalence by at least 10%.
The absolute difference of the prevalence between the metapopulation models and IFB are linked to the relative proportion of grid cells that do not underestimate the grid cell prevalence (error of 10%, Fig. 2H-J) . For Devon only, the homogeneous model with a grid cell size of 10 km appears to perform better than the 4 km in predicting the epidemic size (Fig. 1) . However, the proportion of infected farms is overpredicted in some grid cells and underpredicted in others at this larger scale. This grid cell-level inaccuracy is not highlighted by simply focusing on the final epidemic sizes at the county scale, therefore, considering only the predicted epidemic size appears to be insufficient to examine the accuracy of a model (Fig. S7) . This indicates that the optimal grid cell resolution is 4 km for both the homogeneous and heterogeneous models (2H-J, S4H-J, S5H-J, S7).
One of the benefits of using a metapopulation model over an IFB model is the reduced computational time. The time needed to run simulations rapidly declines as the size of the grid cells increases (Fig. S8) ; as an example, simulations at grid cell sizes of 5 km only take 6.3% of the time needed to simulate using 200 m grid cells.
Spatial clustering of farms
We investigate how well the metapopulation models perform in a situation where there is no spatial clustering of farms and compared this with a scenario where farms are very clustered. We run 2500 simulations for both clustering scenario and grid cell resolutions. Clustering has a substantial effect on the final epidemic size − the more clustered the farms, the higher the average final epidemic size of the IFB. When farms are randomly distributed, average epidemic size is 625 farms (Fig. 3A) compared with 1932 farms when the farms are very clustered (Fig. 3B) . The homogeneous and heterogeneous models both perform better in the random farm location scenario than in the clustered situation. Epidemic sizes are best replicated for grid cell sizes ≤4 km when the farms are randomly allocated. When the grid cell resolution decreases the epidemic size predictions are overestimated, as seen in the epidemic size predictions for the three studied counties.
In the clustered situation we notice the opposite effects on the epidemic size predictions of the metapopulation models. When the grid cells resolution decreases the metapopulation models underestimate the epidemic size. Therefore, in extremely clustered situations, high-resolution grids would be needed to avoid the risk of underestimating the impact of an epidemic.
Discussion
This study investigates the robustness of metapopulation models for predicting epidemiological behaviour compared with an IFB model approach. Within a patch in a metapopulation model, all farms are considered uniform and therefore the effect of heterogeneity of farm size, composition and spatial location are more difficult to capture. Previous studies have identified the importance of heterogeneity of farm size on epidemiological behaviour (Keeling et al., 2001; Tildesley et al., 2010; Rock et al., 2014) . However, this is the first study that identifies how well a metapopulation performs in predicting the spatial spread and final epidemic size when compared with an IFB model. Moreover, this study identifies the level of spatial aggregation that can be utilised in a metapopulation model in order to maintain accurate epidemiological predictions.
The metapopulation models generally overestimate epidemic size when compared with the IFB whilst a heterogeneous model that includes farm sizes is found to perform better than a homogeneous model. The heterogeneous metapopulation model predicts the spatial spread, risk for epidemic take-off and the relative prevalence between counties correctly for grid cells with a lower resolution than the homogeneous model. Overestimation of epidemic size may not always be a problem for models that are used to inform policy − policy makers are often most concerned in the worst-case scenario of a potential outbreak and therefore it is important that a simulation model captures the spatial spread of an epidemic. Whilst the homogenous model performs well at predicting final epidemic size for grid cells up to 10 km, this version of the model underestimates the grid cell prevalence in a substantial proportion of grid cells. Even if the heterogeneous version is used the proportion of grid cells where the grid cell prevalence is underestimated does not improve. The 4 km grid cells perform substantially better than the 10 km grid cells. Therefore, in cases where a metapopulation model is preferred over an IFB model owing to data limitations, using the heterogeneous metapopulation model with grid cells of 4 km provides the most optimal balance between privacy and detailed model outputs. However, in very clustered landscapes the metapopulation models are more likely to underestimate the final epidemic size and spread. This all assumes parameters are known and fixed. In practice parameters may reflect and compensate for model deficiencies; this is true for both IFB and metapopulation models. Therefore when using metapopulation models in a practical setting and fitting the model to data many of these differences may disappear. However, if it is not possible to determine specific farm locations, information regarding local clustering of farm populations is crucial to enable accurate local-scale predictions of future epidemic behaviour.
In cases where IFB data are unavailable it may be possible to estimate farm locations using other geographic information such as land cover data that are available in the public domain (Tildesley and Ryan, 2012) . Some countries have a dataset available that includes an estimated number of farms in a province or county − these data could be used in combination with landscape data to produce a synthetic dataset. In situations such as these, the use of synthetic location data and aggregated information on farm size and species composition, coupled with a metapopulation model framework, may allow for an investigation into the effectiveness of control strategies for livestock disease outbreaks at a coarse spatial scale.
The model framework detailed in this paper is not only able to capture FMD, but may also be applicable to other infectious diseases such as classical swine fever and avian influenza. The distant dependent transmission kernel could be fitted to outbreak data in a similar way as has been performed for FMD (Rorres et al., 2010) . Live animal movements could also play a role in disease transmission, especially during the silent spread phase prior to detection of disease and may cause the disease to be geographical widespread. These movements can be easily included in both the IFB model and the metapopulation model (Buhnerkempe et al., 2014) . This paper shows that stratifying farm sizes in a metapopulation framework could offer benefits over a standard metapopulation framework. We expect that there is potential for applying this heterogeneous model to human disease spread and in other animal diseases. Furthermore, in situations where the number of farms is very large (such as in the USA and Australia), aggregating the data to feed into a metapopulation model may be more practical and will reduce the computational power considerably.
The results of this paper suggest that there may be a preference for an IFB model over a metapopulation model when it is important to accurately quantify characteristics such as final epidemic size. However, in many cases an understanding of the relative behaviour of outbreaks in different geographic regions and an accurate prediction of the spatial spread of a potential outbreak is of equal importance. Moreover, in many situations an IFB model is simply not feasible, as data to inform such a model simply do not exist. In such circumstances a heterogeneous metapopulation model could be utilised to predict epidemic behaviour. Understanding the limitations of using a metapopulation model on predicting key epidemiological quantities is vital to make these types of models useful for policy makers in the event that an IFB model cannot be used. Sensitivity analysis of disease parameters and the shape and scale of the transmission kernel could improve the robustness of the qualitative outcome of the model, such as which control strategies should be implemented and which geographic regions are most likely to result in a high risk of large scale epidemics occurring.
